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Combining high tech design and comfort, Trak
achieves the best of all
seating. Trak chairs are
available in four styles:

CONTRACT

high-back with a headrest, high-back without
a headrest, mid-back
task, plus a matching
guest chair. Trak makes

an innovative design statement, with its state of
the art mesh back, and
exoskeletal steel frame.
Trak chairs deliver sup-

height and width
adjustable arms

articulating headrest
with height and depth
adjustment

arms have pivoting
caps

headrest tension
adjustment

X280 185 77

X281 185 77

port and unequaled comfort with ten functional
adjustments. With these
custom adjustments,
the end-user can always

X283

Trak
find the perfect fit for
any task. The cool mesh
back promotes continuous air flow keeping the
end-user comfortable.

seat height adjustment
located on the right side
tilt adjustment located
on the left side

seat tilt tension
control

185 77

The molded foam seat
keeps the end-user properly supported for hours
of use. The arms are adjustable for multiple posi-

tioning. Tr a k delivers
comfort and value with
optional fabrics, vinyls
or leather available for
the seat and headrest

series

to blend or contrast with
the black mesh back.

optional seat depth
adjustment on
185 mechanism

seat height, back tilt,
seat tilt adjustment

height adjustable and
pressure sensitive
lumbar support

seat tilt tension
control

X281 T32 77

X285 323 77

Trak

series

X280 185 77 (as shown)
X280 T84 77 (with seat slider)

X281 T32 77 (as shown)
(asynchronous mechanism)

X281 185 77 (as shown)
X281 T84 77 (with seat slider)

Optional Seat Slider
(for 185 mechanism)

X283 185 77 (as shown)
X283 T84 77 (with seat slider)

X285 323 77
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Refer to price list for complete product number,
finishes, fabrics and availability.
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